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Abstract
Fluorescence sensors based on a trifluoroacetophone compound doped in ethyl cellulose (EC) thin
films have been developed for the detection of methanol, ethanol, and 2-propanol (isopropanol,
PriOH) vapors. Thin-film sensors are prepared with 4-dibutylamino-4’-(trifluoroacetyl)stilbene
(Chromoionophore IX or CIX) as the fluorescent dye and its solution in EC was spin-coated onto
glass slides. The luminescence intensity of the dye (555 nm) is quenched when exposed to alcohol
vapor. Tested in the range of ca. 0 - 1.5 × 104 ppm (wt) for MeOH and EtOH, and ca. 0 - 2.3 × 104
ppm for PriOH, the sensors gave detection limits of 9, 13, 21 ppm and quantification limits of 32,
43, and 70 ppm, respectively. To enhance the sensitivity of the sensors, TiO2 particles have been
added to the films to induce Mie scattering, which increases the incident light interaction with the
sensing films. The sensors in this work have been designed to work in a multianalyte platform for
the simultaneous detection of multiple gas analytes.
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1. Introduction
Alcohol vapor detection is an area of intense interest. Since fossil fuels are not a renewable source of energy, the
need for promising alternatives such as alcohol has steadily increased in demand. Fuels heavily blended with
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alcohol have shown promise in the automotive industry [1]. In addition, methanol has been actively studied in
fuel cells [2]. The increasing use of methanol as a fuel may lead to the greater exposure of methanol vapors to
the general public due to, e.g., unburned fuel in the form of exhaust or from evaporation during refueling [1].
Listed as one of air toxics by the US Environmental Protection Agency, methanol vapor can cause nausea,
headaches, and even blindness [3]-[5]. In 2002, an experimental physicist developed Parkinson’s disease from
the delayed toxic effect of long term exposure to methanol vapors without showing any signs of acute toxicity
[6]. The permissible exposure limit to methanol is set at 200 mg·kg−1 by the US Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) [5].
Detection of ethanol vapor is also an area of particular interest because of the need for responsive and reversible sensors to detect alcohol in human breath. Ethanol has been increasingly used as a blend in gasoline as well
[7] [8]. While it is renewable, bio-ethanol is known to be corrosive to stainless steel and other metals/alloys [8],
and gas tank corrosion has led to leaks that require detection. Since ethanol and gasoline have different physical
and thermodynamic properties, engines in vehicles, especially flex fuel vehicles, need to be optimized for performance accordingly [9]. Ethanol has a lower vapor pressure than gasoline which could lead to potential cold
start engine problems particularly in flex fuel vehicles [9]. These examples help to establish a critical need for
ethanol detection.
A variety of commercial products used to detect ethanol vapors, specifically those used in breathalyzers for
blood alcohol content (BAC), are based mainly on three different techniques: infrared (IR) spectroscopy, semiconductor metal oxides, and electrochemical fuel cells [10]-[12]. IR spectroscopy is based on characteristic vibrations of ethanol [13]. As discussed below, many compounds, however, interfere with its detection by IR.
Semiconductor sensor technology often utilizes an oxide such as tin dioxide (SnO2). When exposed to ethanol in
breath samples, ethanol is adsorbed on SnO2, changing its electrical resistance. The change is measured to give
the ethanol concentration [13]. Vapors of other chemicals may be adsorbed on SnO2, leading to interferences.
Fuel cell breathalyzers catalyze the oxidation of ethanol and measure the electrical voltage to determine the
concentration of alcohol present [13]. Fuel cell breathalyzers are less susceptible to interferences. A recently patented breathanalyzer uses silica gel impregnated with a sulphochromic [Cr(VI) + H2SO4] solution [14] that may
contain toxic chromate [15]. There has been ongoing and continued research in the field of alcohol detection
such as miniature GC [16] and bioelectronic gas sensors (biosniffers) [17] to improve and advance alcohol analyzers based on other methods.
Highly sensitive detection of 2-propanol is needed by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) for a new rocket engine which is designed to be used at altitudes of approximately 30,480 m [18] [19].
To simulate these conditions, a vacuum must be produced by steam generated through the combustion of 2propanol with liquid oxygen [18] [19]. Similarly to methanol, OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit for PriOH is
400 mg·kg−1 TWA (Time-Weighted Average) [20] and prolonged exposure to 2-propanol vapor can cause irritation of the respiratory system and mucous membranes and, at higher concentrations, cause central nervous system depression [21]. It has also been reported that the ingestion of 2-propanol is also not uncommon among alcoholics as a substitute for conventional alcoholic drinks [22]. Fatalities have been reported due to the ingestion
of 2-propanol and there have been some cases of routine DUI road-traffic investigations involving individuals
admitting to drinking commercial products comprised of almost pure 2-propanol before the traffic incident [22].
Therefore, a need for a near real-time sensor for the remote detection of PriOH would be beneficial for 2-propanol vapor and rocket plume testing conditions.
In addition to commercial breathanalyzers, other techniques developed to sense alcohol vapor are largely
based on the solvatochromatic effect (or their physical changes inside the sensor matrices). Stevens and Akins
have developed a fluorescence sensor using the dye Coumarin 481 specifically for methanol vapor at 150 mg·kg−1
[23]. The sensor in that study displays fluorescence quenching upon exposure to methanol as a result of physical
changes inside the sensor matrix. However, the fluorescence intensity is not fully recoverable possibly because
of an irreversible morphological change in the film [23]. Bangalore and coworkers have shown that detection of
methanol vapor from 400 - 7000 mg·kg−1 in air can be accomplished by open path FT-IR spectroscopy, but this
method requires quite bulky and expensive instruments that are not field deployable [11]. Pang and coworkers
have used the sol-gel method to fabricate a planar waveguide ring resonator sensitive to ethanol with spectral
dips that are red shifted when exposed to ethanol [24]. However, this technique has a small dynamic range (0 160 mg·kg−1) and the sensitivity of the resonant wavelength may be detected more precisely by spectroscopy
than from loss measurements [24]. Hunter and coworkers have developed a technique for the measurement of
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ethanol concentrations in aqueous mixtures with a detection limit of 40 mg·kg−1, in which ethanol vapor is
transported by a permeable membrane to a microelectromechanical (MEMS) chemi-capacitor array [25]. The
dielectric constant of a polymeric material in the micro-capacitors increased upon absorption of ethanol vapor,
leading to the measurement. All of the aforementioned techniques are based on physical (rather than chemical)
detection methods.
Optical sensors are convenient to use for a variety of analytes because of their various advantages. Optical
sensors are inexpensive, easy to produce, and therefore can be made into disposable chemical sensors if required
[26] [27]. Maffei and coworkers have recently reported an alcohol vapor sensor using a fluorescent phosphonate
cavitand. The reactions are mainly through hydrogen bonding between alcohols and the phosphonate cavitand,
and the sensor is sensitive for C1-C4 alcohols ranging from 4 to 600 mg·kg−1 [28]. Other techniques of interest
for alcohol detection involve silicon quantum dots coupled to fiber optics [29] and developing optical sensors
from tetraphenyl porphyrins [30]. Also, Mohr and coworkers have produced an optical sensor for alcohols using
a synthesized fluorescent compound Chromoionophore IX (CIX) prepared in a poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC)
membrane for the detection of alcohols in the liquid phase [31]-[33]. We have adapted and developed sensors
based on the fluorescence of CIX for the detection of methanol, ethanol, and 2-propanolin the gas phase.
With the goal of detecting various alcohols in the gas phase, optical sensors were developed using an ethyl
cellulose (EC) thin-film matrix to encapsulate the dye in our studies. Their preparation has been optimized to
produce sensitive sensors for alcohol vapors. The EC matrix has showed ideal performance and was selected after evaluating other matrices such as PVC and silica sol-gel. TiO2 particles were used in the sensor films to induce Mie scattering, which increased the incident light interaction with the sensing films, and enhanced the sensitivity of the sensor [34]. The sensors show fast, reversible responses, and they are easily regenerated by flushing the sensor with nitrogen gas. The optical sensors have also been designed to function in a multianalyte platform for the simultaneous detection of multiple gas analytes. The studies here follow our earlier work in the development of optical sensors for chemicals in both liquid and gas phases [35]-[39].

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemical Reagents and Materials
Ethyl cellulose (49% ethoxy content, MP Biomedicals), tridodecylmethylammonium chloride (TDMACl, 98%,
Sigma-Aldrich), methyltriethoxysilane (MTEOS, Aldrich), tetramethoxysilane (TMOS, Aldrich), R706 TiO2
(DuPont), and dioctyl sebacate (DOS, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. Methanol (99.9%), ethanol
(99.9%), 2-propanol (99.9%), and other chemicals were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Chromoionophore IX
(CIX) was either purchased from Fluka or prepared by the reported procedure [26].
Standard microscope slides (Corning) were used to cut 1 × 1 cm2 glass sensor substrates. They were washed
in a piranha solution (concentrated H2SO4 and 30% H2O2 in 3:1 ratio) for 30 min, followed by rinses first with
deionized water and then with acetone, methanol, and ethanol. These slides were then dried in an oven before
use. N-type [100] silicon wafers were similarly cleaned for deposition of thin film sensors that were then used
for characterization by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
A 0.9900% CO2 gas tank (Airgas), odorless kerosene (Acros), acetone (Fischer), hexanes (Fischer), 29%
aqueous ammonia solution, and food products, specifically bread, were used in the interference tests. To expose
CO2 gas to Sensor A, the CO2 gas tank was directly connected to one of the flowmeters. After establishing a N2
baseline, CO2 gas (0.9900%) was introduced into the gas stream. In the interference tests involving kerosene,
acetone, hexanes, and aqueous ammonia, approximately 50 mL of each analyte were placed into a temperature
controlled jacketed gas impinger for their respective tests. After a baseline was established for Sensor A, nitrogen gas was introduced to the impinger to bubble the specific interferent vapor into the sensor flowcell, where
the response was recorded. To test for food products, a breathing mask was fitted into the inlet of the flowcell
and a volunteer would breath into the mask several times to establish a baseline of the breath and then ingest
bread products. The volunteer would then breathe into the mask again to see if there were any differences between the two experiments.

2.2. Preparation of EC Sensor Films (Sensors A, B and C)
A custom-built spin-coater was used to make the thin films.Ethyl cellulose (~0.235 g) was dissolved in a 4:1
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mixture of toluene (8 mL) and ethanol (2 mL) to give a solution (2.5% wt EC) which, after several tests, was
found to be of the optimal for the deposition of the sensor thin films. This solution was sonicated for 20 min and
stirred to ensure that ethyl cellulose was completely dissolved. Then CIX (1 - 2 mg) and TDMACl (0.28 mg)
were dissolved into 1.00 g of the solution with stirring. The ethyl cellulose solution containing the dye was pippetted on a cleaned glass slide (~1 × 1 cm2), which was on the spin coater, and drawn to the edges of the glass
slide with a plastic pipette tip. The slide was then spun at ~2600 rpm (revolutions per minute) for approximately
30 s. Schlenk tubes were used to store the freshly made thin-film sensors (Sensor A) under vacuum prior to use.
Sensors were also prepared by incorporating TiO2 particles (360 nm diameter) to induce the Mie scattering. In
the preparation of these sensors, R706 TiO2 particles (~3.7 mg) were added to EtOH (5 mL) and sonicated for
20 min to disperse the particles. The EtOH solution containing the TiO2 particles (100 μL) was added with additional EtOH (1.9 mL) and then mixed with toluene (8 mL) to give an ethyl cellulose solution (2.5% wt EC). Sonication was used to ensure that ethyl cellulose was completely dissolved. Thin film sensors on glass slides were
prepared from this EC solution (Sensor B) in a process similar to that described above, and then stored under
vacuum in a Schlenk tube before use.
Sensor C was prepared on silicon wafers as Sensor A.

2.3. Instrumentation and Analytical Procedures
A Perkin-Elmer LS55 luminescence spectrometer with a pulsed Xe source was used for fluorescence measurements. The spectrometer was set at the following parameters: λex = 445 nm, λem = 555 nm, 10 nm slits, 810 V
PMT detector voltage, and a 515 nm emission cutoff filter. For time-based signal measurements, a signal reading was taken every 0.1 s. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), signal averaging was used by the arithmetic mean of a point and the points before and after. Sensors were placed in a brass flow cell constructed to fit
with a front surface sample cell holder purchased from Perkin-Elmer.
The vapor pressure of each alcohol at various temperatures was calculated by using the Antoine equation
(Equation (1)), where A, B and C are constants over a defined temperature (T in K) range [40].

log p= A −

B
T +C

(1)

A custom-made, jacketed gas impinger (Figure 1) containing an alcohol liquid was used. The lid for the
bubbler contained a medium frit gas diffuser immersed in the alcohol, and the lid was sealed by an O-ring and
clamp. On top of the lid, there was a gas inlet for nitrogen gas and an outlet for the alcohol-saturated gas. The
temperature of the jacketed impinger was controlled by a Thermo Haake temperature controller at −15.0, −7.0,
and 0.0˚C to give 1.000% MeOH (wt%, 1.549 × 104 ppm), 1.000% EtOH (1.587 × 104 ppm), and 1.000% PriOH
(2.310 × 104 ppm), respectively. Two separate mass flow controllers (MKS Instruments) (Figure 1) were connected to the inlet of the flow cell in the fluorescence spectrometer, and they were used to control the ratio of nitrogen gas and the gas from the impinger to obtain an accurate alcohol concentration. The outlet of the flowmeter was linked to a sealed vial which was attached to a separate bubbler to prevent the backflow of gases.
SEM images of Sensor C were taken using a Leo 1525 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Dye Sensing Mechanism
The CIX dye, a trifluoroacetyl, reacts with alcohol to give a hemiacetal (Figure 2) and in the process quenches
the fluorescence of the dye. However, formation of the hemiacetal takes approximately 20 h to complete. Mohr
and coworkers found that a quaternary ammonium hydroxide, TDMACl, catalyzes the reaction resulting in an
immediate conversion of the trifluoroacetyl group to the hemiacetal upon exposure to alcohol [33]. To our
knowledge, the dye, CIX, has not been used for gas phase detection of alcohols or encapsulated in an ethyl cellulose matrix.

3.2. Matrix Effects on Sensor Response
Initially, PVC sensors (Sensor D) were made following the formulation by Mohr and coworkers [33]. Upon exposure to air for several days, the PVC films lost a majority of their orange color, but were still responsive when
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the instrumental set-up.

Figure 2. Proposed mechanism for the reaction between the dye and an alcohol catalyzed by TDMACl [33].

tested under 1.000% PriOH pulses. The sensors, with an excitation peak at 450 nm, produced an emission peak
at 540 nm (Figure S1, Appendix). During pulses of nitrogen and 1.000% PriOH vapor, Sensor D showed quick
response times by displaying a decrease in emission intensity and fast recovery times suitable for online measurements (Figure S2, Appendix). In order to increase the sensitivity, Sensor E was prepared with twice the dye content. In the 0.036% - 1.000% PriOH vapor range (Figure S3, Appendix), Sensor E showed better sensitivity. However, the signal was noisy and it required signal averaging and baseline correction to adjust for the baseline drift.
Sol-gel sensors (Sensor F) were then explored as another alternative matrix for CIX. Figure S4 shows the response of the sol-gel sensor to 1.000% PriOH pulses, Appendix. Initially, the response to PriOH was quick, but
after switching back to nitrogen gas, the response was higher than the initial baseline, indicating that the sol-gel
matrix perhaps has an affinity for alcohols and once exposed to alcohols reversibility may be problematic.
After several comparison tests, ethyl cellulose (EC) was found to be the best matrix to encapsulate the dye
CIX. A focus on EC as the matrix for CIX also helped to provide consistency with other sensors previously studied by Innosense LLC in a multi-channel sensing platform. Sensor A produced an emission peak at 555 nm
when the dye was excited at 445 nm (Figure 3).
Figure 4(a) shows a section of a uniform pitted surface of Sensor C on a silicon substrate at 900× magnification from SEM imaging. Figure 4(b) displays a cross section of Sensor C at 3000× magnification that has a
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Figure 3. (a) Spectra of Sensor A: a. excitation; b. emission; c. emission after exposure to 1.000% PriOH; (b) Time-based
emission at 555 nm demonstrating a signal quenching response when exposed to 1.000% PriOH in nitrogen gas without signal averaging or background correction. arb = arbitrary unit.
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Figure 4. SEM images of Sensor C: (a) Surface; (b) Cross section.

thickness of 1 - 2 µm, highlighted by the two parallel lines in the image. The surface of the sensor shows features (“pitting”) consistent with phase separation that occurs during the processing of the sensor.

3.3. Mie Scattering with TiO2 Particles
In order to increase the sensitivity of the indicator dye, TiO2 particles were incorporated into ethyl cellulose thin
films. TiO2 particles scatter wavelengths in the visible range about equally [34]. The scattering of light by the
TiO2 particles within the sensing matrix allows for a more effective interaction of light with the indicator molecules in the sensing layer, thus effectively increasing the path length without using thicker sensing layers [34].
The optimum particle size would be approximately 0.5 times the wavelength of interest which, in this case,
would be around 250 - 350 nm for the emission wavelength of 550 nm from the dye. This method was adapted
from CO2 sensors that we developed recently [39]. One possible method using TiO2 particles would be to prepare size-controlled TiO2 particles so that it would correspond to the optimum particle size needed for the emission wavelength. Nakata and coworkers have fabricated and characterized self-organized porous TiO2 particle
layers where the particle size can be modified depending on the calcination temperature and time [41]. You and
coworkers have also developed a process to prepare submicron-sized porous TiO2 particles by a single-step
swelling process of polystyrene template particles with titanium (IV) isopropoxide (TTIP) [42]. However, commercial TiO2 particles R706 were used instead because it was inexpensive and readily available. Figure 5 shows
the response of TiO2-doped Sensor B. The addition of TiO2 R706 particles resulted in an increase in the emission
intensity. This is most likely because the median size of R706 particles, at 360 nm [43], is close to the 250 - 350
nm range indicated above. Moreover, according to the DuPont’s R706 product sheet, small TiO2 particles scatter
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Figure 5. Comparison between Sensor A and TiO2-doped Sensor B; (a)
Sensor B; (b) Sensor B when exposed to 1.000% PriOH; (c) Sensor A;
(d) Sensor A when exposed to 1.000% PriOH.

blue light more effectively than those with larger particle sizes [43]. In addition, R706 is ideal for the prototype
optoelectronic device using a blue LED as its light source discussed below.

3.4. Analytical Performance
As indicated earlier, reactions of the dye CIX with alcohols forming hemiacetals are selective. Primary alcohols
with increasing chain lengths show an increasing ratio of the trifluoroacetyl form rather than the product hemiacetals [33]. Figure 6 shows the sensitivity of the EC sensor towards MeOH, EtOH, and PriOH, respectively. Linear calibrations are obtained over large concentration ranges. The detection limits are 9, 13, 21 mg·kg−1, and
the quantification limits are 32, 43, and 70 mg·kg−1, respectively, for MeOH, EtOH, and PriOH vapors. The data
show that the sensors are in general more sensitive to less bulky alcohols. Since CIX reacts with different alcohols, it is important to place the sensor in a specific location where the type of alcohol is known. For example,
the alcohol sensor could be positioned to detect methanol leaks from fuel cells that are used in microelectronics
or be adapted into breathalyzers for ethanol intoxication.
Compared to other previously mentioned studies of alcohol sensors, the EC-CIX sensors developed in this
study have a much higher dynamic range and lower limit of detection for the alcohols investigated. Commercial
alcohol gas sensors such as the ones used in breathalyzers usually have a sensor accuracy of ±0.01 blood alcohol
content (BAC), according to commercial product specifications, which indicates the readings can vary by as
much as 100 mg·kg−1 [44]-[46]. While the EC-CIX sensors in this study are not totally unaffected by interferences such as moisture and amines, they are less sensitive to other interferent constituents that are found in
rocket fuel and plumes such as CO2 and kerosene. The interference studies suggest that the alcohol sensors
should be used in environments where the analyte gas is known so interferent vapors such as moisture/amines
and other specific alcohols do not interfere in the detection. The research here shows that EC-CIX sensors may
be considered an option as a sensitive alcohol sensor for detection in rocket plumes as well as being adapted and
providing an improvement to general alcohol sensing device.

3.5. Storage Conditions and Long Term Studies
Unlike the PVC sensors (Sensors D and E), the EC sensors (Sensor A) were able to keep their fluorescent
orange color and demonstrated durability under ambient environment. An EC matrix helped to stabilize the baseline response which was observed by the small difference between the original and baseline corrected response
(Figure S5) when the sensor was exposed to PriOH vapor, Appendix. Since the EC thin-film sensors do not lose
their initial sensitivity in ambient environment, a long term study was performed to test the durability of the
sensors. In order to simulate real-world field tests, Sensor As were wrapped in a lint-free cloth and then covered
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Figure 6. Response of Sensor A to MeOH vapors-Calibration: y =
0.1517x − 0.0021 (R2 = 0.998) based on data in the range of 0% - 1.000%
(0 - 1.549 × 104 ppm) MeOH; EtOH vapors-Calibration: y = 0.3476x −
0.0045 (R2 = 0.996) based on data in the range of 0% - 1.000% (0 1.587 × 104 ppm) EtOH; and PriOH vapors-Calibration: y = 0.0926x +
0.0123 (R2 = 0.998) based on data in the range of 0% - 1.000% (0 2.310 × 104 ppm) PriOH.

in aluminum foil to protect the sensors from light. Afterwards, the sensors were placed in sealable bags. Fluorescence measurements were performed every 2 weeks on the same sensor (Sensor A1), which was compared to
a freshly opened sensor from the same batch. Over a period of eight months, Sensor A1 began to fluctuate in
baseline (Figure S6) but the sensor still showed sensitivity when exposed to alcohol vapor (PriOH). In comparison, freshly opened sensors for each measurement showed a baseline and sensitivity similar to that of Sensor
A1 from month 1. This long term study demonstrates that Sensor A is able to optimally detect alcohol for 3
months before it needs to be replaced, and the sensor can remain sensitive for up to a year.

3.6. Multi-Channel Prototype Platform
To demonstrate that these alcohol sensors can be used in the field, InnoSense LLC has designed and built a miniaturized multi-channel optoelectronic device that can test up to seven different sensors simultaneously from a
blue LED light source. Each channel has a slot for an optical filter to enable absorbance or fluorescence based
measurements and longpass filters (500 nm) were used to examine the EC-CIX alcohol sensors. Within the optoelectronic sensor unit, there is a built-in temperature and humidity probe to monitor temperature and relative
humidity during the testing period. Therefore, any contribution from humidity can be subtracted from the signal,
thus giving the signal arising from the alcohol analyte itself. The optoelectronic sensor unit can be connected to
a PC where data acquisition is monitored by LiveGraph software. The sensor unit was evaluated by testing three
alcohol sensors (Sensor A) and an EC blank and exposing these sensors to varying concentrations of PriOH
ranging from 0% - 1.000%. Data was taken every 5 s. Figure 7 displays the results from the sensor unit. Each
alcohol sensor shows a similar response to the other and demonstrates an expected decrease in signal upon exposure to PriOH. The sensors showed minute changes in signal within the optoelectronic device when exposing
the alcohol sensors to CO2 gas. However, these results were expected given the previous results above.

3.7. Interference Study
Another challenge for detection in optical sensors is interferences. To evaluate the response of the alcohol sensor
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Figure 7. Response of three alcohol sensors (Sensor A) in the prototype optoelectronic device in channels B, C, and E when
exposed to PriOH vapor and CO2.

to interferent vapors, carbon dioxide (CO2), kerosene, ammonia (NH3), moisture (H2O), hexanes, acetone, and
food were directly exposed to Sensor A in triplicate and recorded. Kerosene is a rocket fuel, and CO2 is a major
component of rocket plumes. NH3 is a primary product of hydrazine (H2NNH2) decomposition, and hydrazine
has been used as a liquid rocket propellant [47] [48]. Moisture is a byproduct generated through the combustion
of 2-propanol with liquid oxygen in order to simulate a vacuum for rocket testing [16]. Acetone, hexanes, and
food products, specifically bread, are some of the interferences that have attributed to false positives in general
commercial alcohol sensors [49].
As expected, Figure S7 shows that CO2 gas has a minute effect on Sensor A, and the observation is consistent
with the fact that CO2 does not react with the CIX dye. Exposing Sensor A to kerosene vapors caused the fluorescence of the sensor to slightly quench in intensity, suggesting that the introduction of the hydrophobic kerosene to the sensor film may have changed the environment, shifting to a small degree the equilibrium of the
reaction between the CIX dye and alcohol (Figure 2). It is expected that vapors of other organic hydrocarbons
may lead to a similar, small effect.
However, exposing Sensor A to ammonia vapor and moisture caused a large decrease in fluorescence of the
sensor. Other amines, especially primary amines, may react with the CIX dye and quench its fluorescence [50].
Moreover, moisture can react with the CIX dye, a ketone, forming geminal diols and thus affect the reaction of
the dye with alcohol [50]. Since Sensor A is being used in an optoelectronic sensor unit with a built in humidity
probe, the relative humidity can be measured during the testing period. Thus, the relative humidity can be measured and be subtracted from the signal. Studies are also underway to develop a dual optical sensing approach to
address the impact of moisture, and the results will be reported in the future.
General alcohol sensors such as commercial breathalyzers may also be susceptible to outside interferences
such as food and other chemicals in the environment, leading to readings higher than normal and false positives
[50]. The US National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) establishes guidelines and screenings
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for commercial breathalyzers in order to be approved as an alcohol sensing device [51]. These guidelines do not
require a certain limit of detection to be met but require devices to conform to a set of tests to evaluate the precision and accuracy of the alcohol sensing device [51].
One of the major flaws of IR breathalyzers is the lack of specificity, since it is often the methyl group in
ethanol that is being detected [49]. Thus the sensor will treat any compound with a methyl group as ethanol
which includes many chemical compounds whose molecular structures are compatible with IR filters. Two IR
wavelengths and an algorithm for the detection of interferents have been used in new breathanalyzers to calculate the ratio of absorbance values at the two measured wavelengths [50]. Also, the instrumentation for IR breathanalyzers can be complex with some requiring five filters to address volatile interferences [52]. Although such
an approach reduces interference, acetone, e.g., was found to still have an effect on the new, IR-based breathanalyzers [53]. Semiconductor breathalyzers have been shown to absorb many substances which can give positive
alcohol readings even when no ethanol is present [49]. Studies have confirmed the existence of a wide variety of
compounds on the human breath [54]. Acetone and hexanes are among chemicals that are commonly found on
the breath of normal, healthy individuals but are of insignificant levels to affect breathalyzers. However, dieters
and diabetics not in control of their blood sugar can have acetone levels hundreds or even thousands of times
higher than normal which may create falsely high results in a semiconductor breathalyzer [49]. Breathalyzers
based on fuel cell technology give concerns due to sensitivity loss and sensor degradation after long term exposure in dry conditions [55]. The primary reason for sensitivity loss and sensor degradation is from the loss of
electrochemically active surface area of the platinum electrode, which is seemingly irreversible [55]. Another
concern for fuel cell sensors, albeit to a lesser extent, is the loss of proton conductivity as a result of membrane
dehydration but can be alleviated by rehydrating the membrane in humid conditions [55]. There has been a report of a false-positive breath-alcohol test using a fuel-cell based analyzer after a ketogenic diet [56].
In comparison to commercial breathalyzers, Sensor A appears to be less prone to common interferences of
current commercial alcohol sensors. Sensor A was directly exposed to interferents that are known for commercial breathalyzers such as acetone, hexanes, and food but gave a minute response to these interferences (Figure
S7). The small responses are perhaps a result of solvent effects, as acetone [57] and hexanes do not react with
the CIX dye. It is unclear why food interferes with common breathalyzers since it can cause one of the highest
false positives in commercial breathalyzers [58]. However, it does not affect the response of Sensor A. The interference study here demonstrates that interferences without active N-H or O-H groups are unlikely to interfere
with the response of Sensor A. The current study looks into a new method centered on a fluorescence based system for the detection of alcohol and provides an improvement over existing alcohol sensors by limiting the
possible interferences that may affect a reading such as chemicals or dry conditions.

4. Conclusion
In this study, the CIX dye was incorporated into EC films in order to detect alcohol vapors. The ethyl cellulose
sensor for alcohol vapors was sensitive to MeOH, EtOH, and PriOH. To induce Mie scattering, TiO2 particles
were added to the alcohol sensors to increase the interaction of light with the indicator material which enhanced
the sensitivity of the sensors. The use of TiO2 particles increased the signal of the emission intensity by approximately 30%. The alcohol gas sensor reported in this study has a much higher dynamic range and lower
limit of detection for the alcohols studied than the other gas alcohol sensors reported earlier. Among the interferences tested that are known to interfere with common alcohol sensors such as acetone, hexanes, and food vapors, they were shown not to interfere with the sensor in this study. Sensor A was tested with a miniaturized
multi-channel testing platform, showing that they could be used under real world field testing conditions. The work
found in this study may lead to the possibility of an optical sensor useful for a variety of different applications.
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Appendix. Supplementary Data
The following supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version: Spectra of
Sensor D (Figure S1); Responses of Sensors D (Figure S2 and Figure S3), F (Figure S4), and A (Figure S5)
to PriOH vapor; Baseline study of Sensor A over the 8-month period (Figure S6); Response of Sensor A to interferent vapors CO2, kerosene, ethylene glycol, and NH3 (Figure S7).
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Figure S1. Excitation/Emission spectra of PVC Sensor D
and signal quenching upon exposure to 1.092 mol% PriOH
vapor.
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Figure S2. Time-based emission of Sensor D at 540 nm demonstrating a signal quenching response when exposed to
1.092 mol% PriOH in nitrogen gas without signal averaging
or background correction.
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Figure S4. Response of the sol-gel Sensor F on exposure to
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